
Veit & Company Selects CiraSync as Best-in-Class Contact 
Syncing Solution for Remote and Corporate Employees
CASE STUDY 

Since 1929, Veit & Company has been one of the most respected 

specialty contracting and waste management companies in the U.S. 

The company is located about 30 minutes northwest of Minneapolis, 

Minnesota, and has over 700 employees that work in a variety of 

locations all over the U.S. Veit projects include large-scale earthwork, 

demolition, and waste hauling. Being connected via smartphones with 

their teams is critical to their daily operation.
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ran into a familiar issue— employees had no direct way to access the 

company’s growing contact database. Their Global Address List (GAL) 

and employee information didn’t sync to their phones in real time. 

Employees absolutely need to access accurate shared contacts in order 

to do their jobs. The only way employees could look up shared contacts 

was through a series of manual steps. Most resorted to just calling the 

Dan Neinstadt came on board with Veit in 2018 and knew there had 

Neinstadt knew this would soon become an even bigger issue for the 

company as most employees work on jobsites all over the country and 

current at all times,” said Neinstadt.

Challenges

www.cirasync.com

“I don’t know how companies sync 

their phones to the GAL without using 

CiraSync.  This solution works great, 

everyone should have it.”

Dan Neinstadt,
IT Director, Veit & Compan



www.cirasync.com

company is headquartered in San Jose, California. Learn more at www.cirasync.com.

About CiraSync
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CASE STUDY 

After searching the Internet for GAL sync software solutions and reading reviews on CiraSync, Mr. Neinstadt initiated 

a CiraSync Enterprise Edition trial. He decided to test it with 10 people in a pilot group. He got the pilot up and running 

in virtually no time and saw immediate results. The company GAL synced and connected the contacts to the 10 people 

in the pilot group immediately. “Once we completed a short trial period, we immediately bought the licenses for more 

people at Veit and have continued to roll CiraSync out. We are currently working to implement this solution across the 

positive review on the G2 review site where 

professionals search and compare the best business software and services based on user ratings and social data. 

Solution


